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The study of sums of independent random variables defined on a tree 
has not been treated systematically in the literature, except for the random 
tree generated by a Galton-Watson process (cf. [1], [4], [5]) and for the 
binary tree (cf. [3]). The purpose of this short note is to announce a 
generalization of the results of the above papers. 

1. A tree ZT will be here a collection of sequences T = (ii • • • ik • • • ) 
where the ij are nonnegative integers such that 

(a) if it = 0, then ik = 0 for all k > /. 
(b) I, ~\>-Zx. 
(c) for k > 1, ik = 1 • • • Zh...ik_x or 0, ^ . . . ^ Z , , . . . ^ = Zk. We 

require Zk ^ 1, 
Given a tree <̂ ~, we define ^fc, the family of size k of &~, to be the set of 

finite sequences xk = (il • • • ik) of length k which are the beginning of a 
sequence of the tree such that ik ^ 0. The cardinality of 3~k is Zk, We 
denote by a(n, k) the number of ordered pairs of the path of 2Tn which have 
exactly in common an initial path of length k. Let pnk = a(n, k)/Z%; we 
say that the tree is regular if l im^^ pnk = pk exists with £fcpk = 1. 
Let g be a nonnegative nondecreasing function defined on the integers. 

(a) We say that the tree &~ is g-regular if it is regular and if 

n oo 

lim % g(k)p{n, k) = £ (̂fc)pfc < oo. 

(b) We say that the tree &* is weakly ^-regular if 

n 

sup £ fif(fc)/Kw, fc) < oo. 

We consider a family of independent identically distributed random 
variables XXk indexed by (J^°=1 ^ . To simplify notations and the state
ment of the theorems we assume the Z's to have mean 0 and variance 1. 
At each path xn = (ix • • • in) we associate the random variables 
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